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on maintenance that it was difficult

A Valley Proteins engineer was

FlashStack in less than three days,

for engineers to get out to our

able to set up the Pure arrays

with zero downtime to

remote sites and solve business

with Cisco UCS and stand up test

the business,” says Wilton. “The
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Wilton says. “We visited another
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“The data synch between our

Pure customer’s data center, and
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production data center and DR site

we were impressed with what we

components reduce power,

happens faster with FlashStack than

saw. So we decided to do a bake-

cooling, and data center costs.

our legacy arrays were able to
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Wilton. “FlashRecover was very easy

able to move our entire 60

to set up. We were replicating

TB production environment to

between data centers in just a
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couple of hours.” FlashRecover

The company’s monthly financial

consulting time just to do a refresh

comes at no additional cost, helping

close is accelerated by days, and

of SAP,” says Wilton. “It’s easy to

Valley Proteins contain expenses.

reports that used to take hours are

use FlashRecover to make a copy

now complete in minutes. “We’re

of our production environment

With a simplified, streamlined

helping the business make better

and get right down to testing.”

infrastructure, Valley Proteins

decisions to be more profitable,”

is enabling its IT staff to be

says Wilton. “We’re enabling more

As Valley Proteins continues

more effective. “I can describe

strategic conversations.”

to grow through acquisitions, it

FlashStack with one word: simple,”

can onboard them quickly and

says Wilton. “Now that we don’t

BOOSTING PERFORMANCE OF

easily scale all of its infrastructure

have to invest time, money, and

CRITICAL APPLICATIONS

components extremely efficiently.

people into daily infrastructure

“FlashStack puts us in an elegant

management, IT can be much more

Even enterprise resource planning

position to bring acquisitions into

strategic and aligned with the

(ERP) upgrades are faster with

our SAP environment from day

business. We can send our

FlashStack, requiring only a day to

one,” says Wilton. “Engineers can

engineers out to remote sites,

complete a full refresh—a time

comfortably set up new locations

where they can make a real

savings of 90 percent. “We no

and have confidence that they

difference to the business, with the

longer need 10 days to set up a QA

won’t run into problems.”

confidence that our data center will

environment and a week of

continue to run just fine. We can
also give engineers a better work/
life balance.”
Business users can access
SAP and other crucial data
faster, enabling them to make
informed business decisions.
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By moving to an evergreen CI

“FlashStack gives us the ability

solution, Valley Proteins is no

to plan for the next five to seven

longer dependent on

years, which fundamentally

professional services or bound

changes our ability to pivot and

by 3-year hardware refresh

grow,” says Wilton. “It’s an

cycles. As the company moves

incredible value proposition. By

to SAP HANA for real-time

helping us be more efficient with

analytics, it will use FlashStack to

our logistics, FlashStack directly

enable rapid deployment and

contributes to our bottom line.”

reduce the total cost of
ownership.
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